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Mako knew how clever sharks could be, and he was taking no chances.
Scarcely daring to breathe, he paddled toward the still body. He saw the
faintest motion of the great tail. The shark was still alive. The boy knew
that one flip of that tail could overturn the canoe and send him and Afa
into the water, where Tupa could destroy them.
Swiftly, yet calmly, Mako stood upright and braced himself firmly.
Then, murmuring a silent prayer to the shark god, he threw his spear for
the last time. Downward, swift as sound, the spear plunged into a white
shoulder. i
Peering over the side of the canoe, Mako could see the great fish turn
over far below the surface. Then slowly, slowly, the great shark rose to the
surface of the lagoon. There he floated, half on one side.
Tupa was dead.
ako flung back his head and shouted for joy. Hitching a strong
line about the shark’s tail, the boy began to paddle toward
the shore of Bora Bora. The dorsal fin, burning with the white fire
of phosphorus, trailed after the canoe.
Men were running down the beaches of Bora Bora, shouting as they
leaped into their canoes and put out across the lagoon. Their cries reached
the boy’s ears across the water.
“It is Tupa—ghost of the lagoon,” he heard them shout. “Mako has
killed him!”
That night, as the tired boy lay on the pandanus mats listening to
the distant thunder of the sea, he heard Grandfather singing a new song.
It was the song which would be sung the next day at the feast which King
Opu Nui would give in Mako’s honor. The boy saw his mother bending
over the cook fire. The stars leaned close, winking like friendly eyes.
Grandfather’s voice reached him now from a great distance, “Thirty acres
of land and a sailing canoe . . .” !
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unit 2: analyzing char acter and point of view

i

PREDICT

How do you predict
the story will end?

